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()£ any number, such as the modulus of any other system of logarithms

can be found, and its reciprocal, whence the radix for that system can

be calculated by simple multiplication. This is sufficient to show the

practicability of the present method, and generally the comparatively

small trouble which it would occasion for the iirst construction of

logarithmic tables.

VI. " On tlie Influence of Temperature on the Musical Pitch of

Harmonium Keeds." By Alexander J. Ellis, B.A., F.R.S.,

F.S.A. Received January 17, 1881.

In my ** Notes of Observations on Musical Beats," I stated (" Proc.

Hoy. Soc," vol. 30, p. 532) that the influence of temperature on

harmonium reeds was, so far as I was aware, unknown. Since then

I have made some observations which at least approximately deter-

mine it, bat there are so many sources of small errors (stated below)

that still more uncertainty must attach to the results, than to the

determination of the influence of temperature on the pitch of tuning-

forks {ihid,y p. 523). Roughly we may say that the pitch of harmo-

nium reeds is ailected in the same direction as that of tuning-forks

(heat flattening and cold sharpening), and very nearly to twice the

amount, that is, by about 1 in 10,000 vibrations for each degree

Fahi*enheit. The following is the process pursued with the exact

iigurcs obtained :

—

Towards the end of Xovember, 1879, in the South Kensington

Museum, with artificial temperatures (observed in each case) varying

from 53*^ to 60° E. on different days, I determined the beats which all

the reeds of Appunu's treble tonometer (ilnd., p. 527) made with

Scheibler's forks (Ibld.^ p. 525). On 1st September, 1880, and agtiin

on Brd September, 1880, at constant natural temperatures of 73° and
79° F. respectively, I took the beats of twelve of the reeds (the same

on each occasion) with the same forks of Scheibler with which I had

measured those reeds in November, 1879.

It is, of coarse, impossible to say whether either forks or reeds were

l)recisely of the same temperature as the air. The reeds were inclosed

in the wooden chest of the tonometer, which had been reposing in a

glass wall-case in the same room during he night, and might not

have fully acquired the general steady temperature of the room. The

beats for ea<;h reed were counted 10 times each for 10 seconds, with

each of two, and sometimes three forks, and the mean of each set of

beats was employed. The known pitch of the forks at 59" F. (ihid.y

p. 525) was then reduced to the temperature of the observation on the

supposition that the number of vibrations altered by 1 in 20,000 for
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1° F. (ihid., p. 523). Bj adding or subtracting the mean of the

observed beats from this calculated pitch of tbe fork, the pitches of

the harmonium reeds at those temperatures were determined, and the

mean of all the determinations for each reed was taken. In all cases

I calculated to two places of decimals, but the second place cannot be

depended on when counting the beats ; and as the result is consider-

ably affected by the second place, the process is not so satisfactory as

could be wished, and must be regarded as only preliminary. The loss

of pitch in proceeding from the lower to the higher temperatures thus

determined was divided by the number of vibrations at the lower tem-

perature, and also by the number of degrees F. of difference of tempe-

rature. The result or coefficient of temperature, being the alteration

for 1 vibration and 1° F., would serve to reduce one pitch to the other,

on the supposition, which cannot be more than approximately correct,

that the alteration for temperature is uniform, and is the same for

reeds of very different pitches and makes. Such a coefficient is, how-

ever, clearly better than none at all, and is especially useful in deter-

mining pitch by Appunn's instrument.

In the following table the number of the reed is that marked on

Appunn's treble tonometer (ibid., p. 527). The " pitch " means the

number of double vibrations in a second made by the reed, on the

three occasions of observation already mentioned, and as the tempe-

rature was variable during the first observations, made on different

days, though constant on the same day, this is annexed in a separate

column. As harmonium reeds are subject to rather sudden small

alterations Irom causes not yet investigated, it is not possible to be

perfectly sure that all the reeds would have shown precisely the same

pitch at the same temperature for observations made at intervals of

more than nine months. I am inclined to think that reeds 22 and 23

must have so altered. In other observations on reed 22, made 14th

July, 1880, at 71°'5F., I obtained practically the same results as here,

differing from those of ail the other reeds. The observations on that

day were not sufficiently numerous nor exact to be here recorded, but

they agree very well with those now given. The flattening of the

reeds for each increase of temperature is quite unmistakable, even in

the passage from pitch II to III, with a difference of only 6° F. The
pitch III of reed 26 is certainly a bad observation, as the results of

the determinations by the two forks differed much more than usual,

and it should, therefore, be thrown out of consideration. Altogether

for such a small difference as 6° F. the observations could not be made
with sufficient accuracy to secure trustworthy results. Even for the

greatest difference of temperature, 26^ F., the difference of pitch never

amounts to so much as '9 vibration in a second for the reeds observed.

The three last columns give the coefficients of temperature arising

from comparing these three pitches two and two, namely, I and II,
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I and III, II and III. The results marked f should, I think, be re-

jected, because of the probable alteration in reeds 22 and 23, the

badness of the observation on reed 26 pitch III, and the too great

closeness of the temperatures for pitches II and III. Bejecting these,

we obtain, as the mean of the results from I & II, and II & III respec-

tively, the coefficients '0000938 and '0000930 ; so that either '00009 or

'0001, that is, an alteration of 9 in 100,000 or 1 in 10,000 vibrations

in a second for each change of 1° E. may be used with tolerable

certainty, diminishing for heat and increasing for cold. Thus a

tuning-fork like Scheibler's of 440 vibrations at 59° E. (his standard

tuning A), an harmonium reed like Appunn's, and an open metallic

flue-pipe of an organ, both in unison with the fork at the same tempe-

rature (the last having a coefficient of '00104 acting in the opposite

direction) would become 439*56, 439 '12, and 449'15, at 79° F. respec-

tively, so that it would be quite impossible to play the organ and
harmonium together.

Table of the Pitch of Reeds at different Temperatures.

Pitch of tlie Reed. Coefficient of Temperature.

No. of

Reed.
I at

II at III at From From. From
73°. 79°. I and II. I and III. II and III.

254-04 55°-5 253-67 253-55 •000 0844 •000 0976 fOOO 0723
3 266-11

3J
265-55 265-41 1192 1114 t816

9 289-96 55° 289-45 289-30 1159 948 t864
14 309 66 jj

309-18 309-06 861 807 t647

22 341-31 53° 340-91 340-76 t586 t620 t733
23 345-35

3>
344-88 344-65 t680 t780 tlll2

25 353-50
>3

352-92 352-66 820 914 tl228
26 357-51

>3
356-90 t356-85 853 tll25 t0234

33 385-30 59° 384 77 384-64 945 960 t563
36 397-20 ?»

396-75 396-55 809 818 t840
43 424- y8 60^ 424-42 424-23 1014 929 t746
46 436-71 j>

436-21 435-96 881 904 t955

Mean, re ectiiig results mar ked tj •000 0938 •000 0930


